Atomic Layer Deposition of β-Alanine Polypeptide
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ABSTRACT: β-Alanine polypeptide thin films were synthesized via atomic layer deposition (ALD). Instead of using an amino acid monomer as the precursor, an β-alanine amino acid derivatized with a protecting group was used to prevent self-polymerization, increase the vapor pressure, and allow linear cycle-by-cycle growth emblematic of ALD. The successful deposition of a conformal polypeptide film has been confirmed by FTIR, TEM, and Mass Spectrometry, and the ALD process has been extended to polyvaline.

Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) is a burgeoning technology that has enabled the precision ‘one-atomic-layer’ fabrication of thin films and free-standing materials. To date, a wide range of materials have been prepared by ALD including oxides, nitrides, sulfides, and pure noble metals.1,2 In addition to inorganic materials, ALD of organic, polymeric materials has been reported recently by George et al. and Yoshimura et al.3–6 In our previous work, we described ALD of hybrid organic–inorganic polysilsesquioxane thin films1 and their conversion to high flux, high selectivity microporous membranes by subsequent removal of bridging organic groups from the organosilicate framework. Overall there is a continuing need to extend ALD to new materials classes and structures with tailored properties. In this regard the fabrication of biologically inspired or biomimetic materials has gained increasing attention for applications in areas such as medicine, environmental monitoring and remediation, energy conversion, and high flux membranes mimicking natural ion channels.8 Thus, demonstrating the feasibility of using ALD to fabricate biomimetic materials is of immediate interest.9 Here we report the ALD of β-alanine polypeptide thin films.

Polypeptides are polymers composed of amino acid subunits. Various polypeptides have been synthesized by conventional solid-phase or liquid-phase processes, which can be time and labor intensive10,11 and, in particular for hydrophobic peptides such as β-alanine, not generally suitable for depositing conformal thin films. ALD is a vapor-phase deposition process. Because vapor phase species have higher diffusivities, molecular transport limitations are greatly reduced compared to solid or liquid phase synthesis procedures. Also, since ALD precisely builds up materials layer-by-layer in successive self-limiting reaction cycles, it can be performed automatically with each cycle requiring only seconds. Thus, it should be possible in principle to build a long chain of polypeptide with a designed chain structure. However, ALD of a polypeptide is very challenging in practice due to two related issues: (1) The building blocks/precursors for polypeptides are amino-acids, whose vapor pressures are extremely low due to inherent hydrogen bonding interactions between amine groups and carboxyl groups in their molecular structure, therefore requiring heat to achieve a sufficient vapor pressure for ALD. (2) Since each amino acid molecule contains both an amine group and a carboxyl group, spontaneous self-polymerization will occur when amino acids are heated in the precursor bottle or in the ALD chamber before reaching the sample surface. Self-polymerization precludes both the attainment of a sufficient vapor pressure and the ability to achieve precise layer-by-layer deposition.

To resolve the low vapor pressure and self-polymerization issues, N-( tert-Butyloxycarbonyl) β-alanine (Boc-β-alanine) was used as the ALD precursor in our experiments, instead of a regular amino acid monomer. In Boc-β-alanine, the amine groups are “protected” by Boc groups that prevent the amine groups from reacting with carboxyl groups, thereby avoiding the problem of “self-polymerization”. Moreover, compared to other common protecting groups, such as carbobenzyloxy (Cbz), benzoyl (Bz), fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl (FMoc), etc., the Boc group comprises three methyl ligands, which is advantageous in improving the molecular vapor pressure due to the weak bonding between methyl groups and other molecular constituents. The vapor pressure of the β-alanine amino acid is ∼1.1 × 10−7 Torr at 25 °C, while that of Boc-β-alanine increased by 500 times to 6.3 × 10−5 Torr at 25 °C. The melting point also drops from 314 °C for β-alanine to 84 °C for Boc-protected β-alanine, suggesting that the vapor pressure of Boc-protected β-alanine can be increased further upon heating above 25 °C.
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Having identified an appropriate precursor, the second step was to design an ALD reaction cycle. Although the introduction of the Boc group increases the vapor pressure and avoids self-polymerization, the protective Boc group must be removed after achieving one layer of chemisorbed Boc-L-alanine, to expose activated amine groups for the subsequent deposition cycle(s). In conventional solution-phase polypeptide synthesis, strong acids such as trifluoroacetate (TFA) and HCl are usually used to remove Boc groups. However, ALD takes place within a vacuum chamber. The strong acids may corrode the ALD vacuum system and create hazardous byproducts. In our approach, phosphoric acid (H₃PO₄) was used to remove Boc and deprotect the amine groups. H₃PO₄ is a mild acid and considered safe at low concentration. In the conventional liquid phase synthesis of polypeptides, H₃PO₄ is believed to be ineffective in removing Boc groups due to its weak acidity. But in ALD, where the reaction is carried out at elevated temperatures, such as 100−200 °C or higher, the weak acidity of phosphoric acid can be compensated for by the exponentially increased reaction rate at elevated temperatures. For these reasons, Boc removal by H₃PO₄ has been adopted as the deprotection strategy in our ALD reaction design.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the l-alanine ALD reaction cycle. ALD was carried out in an Angstrom-dep dual-chamber ALD system with an agitated powder ALD chamber. The deposition chamber was a 250 mL Pyrex container. The base vacuum was ~10 mTorr. Ar was used as the carrier gas as well as the purging gas. Both self-assembled mesoporous silica nanoparticles and films prepared by evaporation induced self-assembly were used as the substrates for ALD. Silica nanoparticles were used because it is easy to observe the thickness of the ALD coating by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Mesoporous silica was used because its surface displays reactive silanol groups needed for subsequent ALD reactions, and its high surface area and porosity allow FTIR detection of monolayer or multilayer deposition after initial cycles of ALD and facile dissolution of the silica to remove the film for mass spectrometry or other analysis. Before ALD, the silica particle or thin film substrates were pretreated with 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTSMS) needed to form a reactive amine monolayer to initiate subsequent steps of peptide polymerization (see Supporting Information for further experimental details).

As mentioned above, Boc-L-alanine was used as the ALD precursor and maintained at 110 °C. Phosphoric acid was used as the deprotection agent and heated to 70 °C. Additionally, N,N-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) was used as a coupling agent and heated to 100 °C. The ALD temperature was maintained at 130 °C. ALD was performed according to the following steps:

1. Introduce Boc-L-alanine vapor to the chamber;
2. Inject DCC vapor to trigger the coupling reaction between carboxyl groups in Boc-L-alanine and -NH₂ groups on sample surface, forming chemisorbed Boc-L-alanine;
3. Purge the ALD chamber with Ar flow to remove residual Boc-L-alanine, DCC, and byproducts, leaving only a monolayer of chemisorbed Boc-L-alanine on the sample surface;
4. Introduce phosphoric acid vapor to strip off Boc protective groups from the chemisorbed Boc-L-alanine, exposing −NH₂ groups;
5. Purge the chamber with Ar to remove residual phosphoric acid and byproducts, generating a new −NH₂ terminated surface that is ready for another layer of chemisorption;
6. Repeat the coupling and deprotection processes (steps 1−5) to obtain the desired polypeptide film thickness. The ALD parameters used for each of these steps are specified in section III of the Supporting Information (SI) where we also present 'simplified saturation curves' used to establish the reaction and purge times (30 s) needed to achieve self-limiting ALD conditions.

The formation of a polypeptide was verified by ATR-FTIR. Figure 2 shows the FTIR spectra of (a) the original mesoporous silica sample; (b) mesoporous silica after APTMS treatment; and (c) mesoporous silica after subsequent 60 cycles of ALD deposition using Boc-L-alanine precursor.

![Figure 1. Schematic l-alanine polypeptide ALD process, R = CH₃.](image1.png)

![Figure 2. ATR-FTIR of (a) original nanoporous silica; (b) nanoporous silica after APTMS treatment; and (c) nanoporous silica after subsequent 60 cycles of ALD deposition using Boc-L-alanine precursor.](image2.png)
original silica nanoparticle, where the particle surface is free of any coating except for some features related to surface roughness. Figure 3b is the TEM image of the silica nanoparticles after APTMS treatment. Here no substantial changes can be observed for the nanoparticles, in agreement with our expectation that five cycles of APTMS/H$_2$O modification (see SI) should result in a monolayer or ultrathin multilayer unresolvable by TEM. Figure 3d is the TEM image of silica particles after 60 ALD cycles. In this image, a 12 nm thick coating can be observed on the surface of the silica nanoparticles. The coating is uniform and conformal to the silica surface, consistent with the typical morphology of ALD-prepared coatings.

After confirming the formation of a polypeptide film, it was important to confirm that the deposition of polypeptide was achieved in a layer-by-layer manner as proposed in Figure 1, where the deposition of each new layer relies on the removal of the Boc protecting group by H$_3$PO$_4$. Cava et al. reported that the Boc group attached to some amino acids may not be thermally stable and that “nonspecific” deprotection may take place at elevated temperatures. If this occurs to the Boc-L-alanine precursor, the deposition of a coating would occur even in the absence of the deprotectant H$_3$PO$_4$ via uncontrolled spontaneous self-polymerization as opposed to controlled layer-by-layer ALD. To help confirm our proposed synthetic scheme (Figure 1) we conducted an additional ALD experiment where we performed the exact same sequence of exposure and purge conditions used the average deposition rate is 0.5 L-alanine layers per cycle, consistent with the MS results (see following discussion). We attribute the apparent zero growth rate at cycle numbers <8 to ALD deposition within the surface accessible pores of the silica nanoparticles.

To further confirm polypeptide ALD, we performed mass spectrometry (MS) of the films after successive cycles of L-alanine ALD. Films were deposited on mesoporous silica thin films using identical conditions as for particles. After 10, 20, and 40 cycles of ALD, we dissolved the mesoporous silica support with HF and isolated and purified the disjoined polypeptide layers (see SI for experimental details). The time-of-flight MS results presented in supplementary Figure S-3 show discrete M/Z+ envelopes whose mass increases linearly with deposition cycle number, a hallmark of ALD, along with an envelope of low MW fragments typical of polypeptide mass spectra (see Figure S-3C). Analysis of the mass spectra indicates that under the ALD conditions used the average deposition rate is ~0.5 l-alanine monolayers per cycle consistent with TEM (see Figure 4). Specifically, molecular masses corresponding to polypeptides with 4 and 5 amino acid repeats terminated with an aminopropyl group were observed for the 10-ALD-cycle sample; molecular masses corresponding to polypeptides with 9 and 10 amino acid repeats terminated with an aminopropyl group were observed for the 20-ALD-cycle sample, and molecular masses corresponding to polypeptides with 19–20 amino acid repeats terminated with an aminopropyl group were observed for the 40-ALD-cycle sample. Less than one atomic or molecular layer per cycle is in fact typical of many ALD processes. As to the specific mechanism that governs the ~0.5 monolayer per cycle deposition, it could result from the efficiency of either the
coupling or deprotection steps, as insufficient adsorption or deprotection could both reduce the deposition rate. Alternatively or additionally, the bulky BOC ligand, beyond serving as a chemical protecting group, could occlude/sterically inhibit accessibility to some of the reactive amine groups of the underlying layer in one cycle and, after deprotection, these sites become accessible in the subsequent cycle.

Despite the somewhat slow rate of polypeptide ALD, we find the surface grafting efficiency to be quite high. To determine the grafting density, we analyzed the ATR-FTIR reflectivity data (see Figure 2 and expanded Figure S-4 in SI) of a 12 nm thick polypeptide film formed by 60 cycles of ALD, applying the Beer–Lambert law and assuming the reported molar absorptivity value of 320 mol$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$ for the amide I band. For the reflection geometry depicted in Figure S-4A and a path length of 2 $\times$ 12 nm $\times$ $\sqrt{2}$, we calculate an amide I concentration of 10.1 M, which, assuming 30/amide bonds per polypeptide molecule for 60 cycles of ALD (see MS discussion above), corresponds to a surface concentration of polypeptide chains of 2.3 peptide chains/nm$^2$ and $\sim$80% grafting efficiency of the propylamine surface groups.

In summary, the strategy of using protected amino acid precursors for polypeptide ALD has been demonstrated to be feasible. The use of a protecting ligand can prevent an amino acid derived precursor from self-association through noncovalent interactions and self-polymerization. This allows achievement of a sufficient vapor pressure and enables layer-by-layer ALD-type deposition. In addition, the proper selection of protecting ligand may improve the precursor’s vapor pressure, making it more favorable for performing ALD. The protecting ligand may be thermally unstable, and its thermal stability determines the maximum ALD temperature that can be used. In additional experiments (see SI Figure S-S) we have found that performing ALD at or above 150 °C is not feasible due to the decomposition of the Boc ligand and subsequent self-polymerization of the amino acid. Weaker acid deprotectants such as H$_3$PO$_4$ that are not effective in liquid-phase synthesis can be effective for ALD synthesis because of higher temperatures employed in this vapor phase process. This strategy makes it possible to precisely construct polypeptides via the layer-by-layer ALD process. Compared to conventional liquid-phase synthesis, ALD is an alternative approach that could be in general faster and less labor intensive. More importantly as shown here for i-aniline it provides a means for depositing a uniform conformal film from insoluble peptides. Potentially, depending on the development of appropriate precursor chemistries and protection/deprotection strategies, ALD could form arbitrary polypeptide materials with structures and properties different from those obtainable from conventional solution phase approaches. Figure S-7 and the surrounding discussion demonstrate extension of this ALD approach to polyvaline.
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